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the cO,ntent and 
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methodology of 
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tne-introductory speech course in the Orego'n community 
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colleges. The current 
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content-i.'appears to be" one 
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in the area of public speaking. 
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of an empha~is on 
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Previous research in the 
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area of content and 'methodologY, of the 
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basic course have centered on the courses of,fered ,at four-year insti-
,I (i 11' , ~ il 
4utions!and has asked only faculty and administrators what they felt 
c J~ .,' ,~ , ; r,~ 'v 
Should be offered in the introductory course'. This research }study 
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'fill instead question students ~:and faculty ar the "vocational ;leve1 in 
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their concepts of what should be taught in this course.' I ~ 
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An ,answer to the following,question was!sought: To what extent 
! ~.I
are the underlying assumptions of the basic speech courses at the 
• !~ 
community college level as seen by the ~nstructors similar to or dif-
" 
ferTnt from the self-reported needs in communi dation training of the 
. ;~" " ,: 
, .1 
co~unity follege student? 
t " !I Two: hundred and eighty-fou~ community c9llege students from three 
~ 
'I 
different colleges and twenty-eight out of a ~ssible forty-foutspeech 
faculty in,Oregon were the basis of this study., The categories .used 
'I 
in the questionnaire were defined by use of pre-test data gather,ed 
from studeAts in the basic speech course at Che1meketa Community ,Col-
~;. 
of five communicative situations each. First t~ey ranked according to 
what they judged were most important for them to do well. Secondly, 
they were to rank the same "'"situations according~ to what they judged 
they needeCi the most improvement. The faculty were asked three <;Iues-
tions: what they felt that stud~nts wanted froin the basic cours~;' 
1 ", 
J 11 J:," :i 
needed to get from the basic course; and what they were actually!. get-
:~ " il. 
ting from the basic course. Data 'from both quest~onnaires were then 
I ~ . 
compared by use of the Kendall Coefficient of Concordance, the Fried-
., 
man Two-Way Analysis, and the Spearman Rank cor'~elation Coeffici~nt. 
, I 
These hypotheses were' tested, and the principali, findings, are as 
follows: 
Hypothesis ~II: 
I 
There is a positive correlation between the basic 
~J 
I' 
assumptions of the introductory speech course as "seen 
by the speech instructor and the student-felt needs 
in this course. 
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This hypothesis failed to" t>e confirmed.':\. There appe'ared to be no 
) 
'I 
sig?ificant correlation between what the 
. " ' r ' ! 
faculty thirik are the basic 
.'1 
'\ ,J , f. ' ~ 
needs of the course and what the students feel Jare tne bas~ic I1e~ds of 
i~ .. 
" "'" 
the!! intro~~ctory cours~. . In fact~' most of the .[comparisons appe~red to 
" ., 
be negativ'e. r· 
> pi "-:, 
~~ j 
The're was also some interest as to whetljer the students agree r 
-~ ;;, 
amoAg them~elves as to the basic ~eeds of 
't 
, "i[: '", 
the. course ~ .. 
~~ .~. ,. 
·.Thus, the 
secOnd hy~othesis evolved. T 
t,.. ,I 'I 
Hypothesis! II: There is a positive correlation between what students 
~ _~] :~3' ~ 'f" .' 
feel they need to' improve in~ommunicative-wise' 
i, 
", , l ' ," ' 
(societal',}ne~d~);·ahd what :thel"feel,f:,is~ most.,{irnportaht·,f~> .. 
~ . ,~ 
~ir }' L j ~ " 
for them':"to d6 '\;;ell "ih' commuhicatlve:':'\vise":(per~Oi1aY"·l 
needs) • 
~~ 
, '( 
" ,I, 
This hypothesis also failed to be confiiined. 
:j 
The correlation 
j~ ~ • ~:.' between these two sections Qf .. the" students' questl.onnal.re was not strong 
'.' ,. 
, If 
It seems'~hat the ~t~dents do feel 
,. ,I.., 
need areas.:: It seems that students 
~I ; ~ 
enoogh to be considered significant. 
! h 
thete is a' difference in these twb 
, 
I: • 1 '.~ J 
then do have the ability to describe what they 1!feel they n'eed in the 
, . 
j~ ~ 
intboducto~ course. ::,. 
The:i same questions 'had to be 'asked of t~'~' factil ty q~esti6nnaire. 
!;.:-( , , 
Thus evolves the following three hypotheses and findings: : 
, 
., ": 
There is a high degree of conJistency between what the 
~ ~ 
speech faculty f~el are studerits' nee~s in co~unica-
~": I, ' 
tion in the intrbductory speedh 
i~ perce~ve 'that sthdents ge~ from 
course and wha~ they 
} 
the introductory 
I 
speecn course. 
\ 
There, is a high ~egree of 
'~ , 
speech faculty'feel that 
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communication in ~he introduct~ry speech course; and 
," -l' ! 
" l~. 
" 
? • 
how the faculty p~rceive what ~nudents deem as their 
" 2~' 
communicative needs. ·,t.' ' 
.,j 
I 
Hypo~hesis.N : 
. . 
There is a high degree of consistency between what ~e 
. : i~ 
speechfaculty feel students de~m as their 1:,comm~i'cative 
. ~.:: '«. 
't , 
needs in the introductory course and'what ,they perceive 
, 
'., 'f·· , 
that students get: from the int~oduct6ry cdurse. ,: 
,.~" ~ 
" 
,t ' 
These hypotheses 'were confirmed. 
'ff 
Thus, it appears that the~e is 
a re~ationship between what the fahulty feel th!t' the ',fstudents n~ed, want, 
i 
and get fr9m the introductory cour~e. .The faculty seem to thinkithat the 
. .! ~, , 
~ .' : ' . ~~~ 
current course iIi. speech"'i'S';'givingr ther sCtudents{~ha"t ~hey -W~nt '~Md ~nee'd. 
; 
l.,.": .. ,f l~'~ ~'"., 1:'-.:~ -L .... ,c. 1~~ ~ ... ~' ..... .itf~.·" 1_ 
The :bbvious discrepancy between····the results of what 'the studen'ts . 
. ~~ 
i' ~ ~ had to say ~out their needs and wants, and wha t·lthe . facul ty; perce!i ved 
'. , 
, i"'li 'il 
thes~ to be. leads to the basic conclusion of'thi's study. The students 
I, to< ~;. v 
~, I..' iiI'" .,. ~. 
'are not getting what they feel they need fr<:)m the bas~Chcourse. 
I;' 
The 
,..' t , ... 
faculty andrperhaps, even .the administration of}commu~ity colleges, are 
i i ,. 
not ~o~uni~ating with .their 
,. 
the nasic c~urse in speech. 
, 
~j 
that the teacher knows best 
", . ,;" r 
stude;}ts as to what.· shourdbe 6fferdd in 
This prqbably comes: from "the Philos~~hY 
;-' ::11 
r 
what the student needs. The current curric-
, j • ~ " 
I } 
ulum:development in schools'usually provide no formal method of <1etting , 
i 
stud~nt input. 
• 
" . 
Further research in the are1 of studen't ri~eds in the: intro~uctory 
speech course at the 'c?mmunity.college level 
, 
in ·the foHowing 
,I 
areas':' 
.~ 
1. A description of the curre~t curricul'um and; methodolo~ use<~.-· 
II ,~t-
in the introductory speech course both,at thecofumunity college 'and four-
,I' 
<~ .~ 
year college level is needed. ~ " 
.. 
, I 
5 
2. I An analysis of what students needs ~re in the communication 
': 
area is needed on a much more comprehensive and sophisticated level 
than in this study. 
• 3. A study into curriculum developmentilmethods tha't would best 
" 
., 
i '~ '~. , 
meet. student-felt needs in the introductory speech course :is needed. 
Some way must be found to open the communicati6n lines from student 
faculty. 
" 
" 
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CIlAP'rER I 
INTRODUCTION 
The contc,t of mos·t introduct.o:ry speech communicat.:Lon 
cOurses in the past has directed at improving s·tudnn·;·:.s' 
skills in oral communication. Recently investigators in the 
area of speech conununicat;ion have challenged this "skillsfl 
emphasis 1 . thereby initi.ating 801M:, cont:roversy concerning 
traditional pedagogical p:roceduref>. Sllould the ba.sic course 
seek to improve the stud~nt's oral communication skills as 
in the pa~t7 Should the basic course aim at developing the 
studen·t f S und.ers-c.clnding of the cormnunication process? Or 
should it a-;::telUp~ both? 
Another issue that relevant ctS to contents of 
the ird::.rocLwtory spl.."!£ch course is th.e emphas in t~he course 
on public speakin.g a~d/o;r interpersonal co;:nrnllnication.. P!:'G'-
sent p:caetic:e in the Cl3.8S1-001T! tends to muddle this issue. 
It latter issue that is the concern of the present 
investiga.tion. 
Recent: ~.;t.udies show' tho.t t:he majoLL1.:y Gf the colleges 
in the courl'try still have an emphasis on! public l(~vel com-
munication, i.e., formal public speeches to audiences 
(RGviev,r of the Literature). .l<'lea.rnvhile th.e rest of the 
t:1e midst of a.ccell:":!ra·ted revision: 
• 1cH;~J held U-;ccries a.nd tr2.c1i t:iional pe(j.·:-
agogics are being ch~nged. The ba~ic course, 
seemingly quite oblivjo~s of the radical changes 
in the form and substance of the entire field 
of speech, continues as it always ~as.l 
Most of the studies into content and me~hodology have 
been done on the level of the four-year dollege. The prob-
lem concerning the best content and methodology to use is 
further complicated by 1::.he :f2lct tbat a good share of those 
taking the introduci.::ory course wi 11 be taking ita t a bvo-" 
year col18ge or a c;))1\munity college. T"\-Jo-year colleges 
have two: p'rimary missions: one is' concerned "'lith giving 
students ~he first two years of a four-year degree program. 2 
l'. cormnu!1i ty colle98 is des igned in many cases to do the 
abovl:':. but oilly in addition >co providing technical training 
The Ai:nerican Association of 
,Tunior CollcqGS forecasts that by 1975, almost four million 
students will be en:;::olled in 1,225 two-year insti:cutions in 
the United Sta·i.:es, eighty percent~ of which are community 
colleges. 4 The question then presents itself as to whether 
these students should be taught the same content and with 
the same methodology in the introductory course. Indeed, 
are they the same type of student at all? 
It the purpose of the present study, therefoJ:e, to 
investignt.e the nesds of the ccmrnu.:ity college s'cudcn-L, 
specifically the community college st.udeni: in the basic 
speech course. This will be looked at from three views, 
these being: '~i~t the studcDt feels he n2eds; what the 
in s t:rT!ci:or feels t:hat. st.udentneeds; is being 
taught at the present time in the basic ~peech courS8. The 
, i 
questions: will be answered via the use ol a faculty aDd a 
student questionnaire. The faculty ques~iortnaire.will be 
designed to get information on what is p~esently taught in 
the 'basic speech cour'5e and what the ins,tructors feel stu-
(~ :r' 
dent;s need ," want and get from this course. 'rhe studen·t 
; 
,l 
questionnaire asks what the ~tudents feel they need rno~t to 
" 
improve in the basic c6urse (personal n~~ds) and what they 
see as most important to do ~ell in (socletaL needs). The 
answers to t:he two will then be compa.red: to determine re-
' .. -
suIts of this project. 
.; 
In this thesis, th~re will be a chapter whi6h shows 
an overview of the current literature in this area. A.nc·che.e 
. ~ . 
chapter will describe the design of the ~tudy with a chapter 
to Shovi interpretation and reaul ts. Any; conclusions ,rlar-
ranted will ·then be presented. Such a s~udy ~.9..uld be an 
impdrtant contribution to the further un~erstanding of what 
" 
shoul£!_ be' t.aught in the introd'lctory spe~ch comf\1\.1l1ica t:.i.cm 
course at this level. 
,; 
., 
FOOTNOTES 
1. Samuell R. Mehrley and James C. Bac~es. "The First 
Course in Speech: A (~all for Revolu tio~, n Teacher 
XX! (September 1972), pp 205-210. . 
2. Kurt R. Schmeller f President of Qu.eensbo:r.ough Community 
C()ll(~ge I' \I Speech and the Conununi ty College r Ii The Journal of 
~e~~ Speech/ (Fall, 1972), pp 5-7. 
3. Ibid. P 5. 
4. Dar1yn W01vin and Andrew W01vin, liThe Speech Corrununica-
tion Curriculum In the Community College," The Western 
J,?urnal, (Fall, 1972)., pp 9-13. 
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CHAP'I'EF. II 
REvn:!:vv OF 'j72"-lE LI'l'ERATURE 
This chap-ter \"ill re\/iew the litera-cure available 
p"'~rtinent_ '-to this study. The Ylorks produced by Gibson r 
Grunert Brooks, and Petrie 1 ; Dedmon and Frandsen 2 ; Fr.iax: 3 ; 
Kelley 4; Markgraf 5; and Brooks and Platz 6 together will Dro-
vide a comprehensive review of the literature relevant to 
this thesis. 
The most recent and most comprehensive study into the 
content and methodology of the basic course waS a study by 
James W. Gibson, Charles R. Gruner, William D. Brooks, and 
Charles R. Petrie, Jr. 7 This study centered on the basic 
cou:tt as t[~ught in American colleges and)J_ni.versi ties in 
1968. 'l'his did include the bm-year collc/~Tes and comrnu_nity 
cclleg2s of the nation. 
For ~he purpose of the above study, the basic course 
vias defin(~d as: 
'I'hat course either requi:r.·ed or recommended 
fo:r.a significan·c nUlUDe::::: of undergraduates; 
i 1.: is t.b.a i: speech CO-dTse which the department 
e:i. ther ha.s or would recoITL"YH21:d as being re·· 
(.iI.:til:,~d for all o:c most undc:cqraduates if the 
coJi8(Je i s adJnini3tr~·U Oi. asK.2d it to nc_me a 
course so required . 
.. u-. .April 1968, t.l1e inve~;:ti(Jat.ors S0Lt: out a 52 ib:;:I,l 
questionnaire to 887 schools listed i.n th~ 1967-68 Di~ecto~v 
_~_._._ .... _. __ ...... ".-J_ 
of ~t\l~ SP2:-~CJ:. Assoch~:U,~!. of" A!~ ic~ as having an admini'-
strative officer in charge of speech. 9 
By January 1969, 564 usable retu~ns had been 
received from the colleges and uni~ersities 
(63.58 percent of the school) whic~ constituted 
a representative sample of junior colleges and 
universities. 10 
6 
The questionna~re consisted of 52 items, most of which 
were amenable to categorical responses, with space provided 
for free responses to questions dealing ~ith course objec-
tives, syllabus materials, and major prOblems in teaching 
the course. 1l The data for the most part was tabulated to 
permit a comparison between junior colleges, colleges, and 
universities. 
The question asked was, "What has been the basic empha-
sis of the course?" It VlaS apparent tha,t since the survey 
:; 
of Dedmon and Frandsen of 1963-64 12 a sizeable number of 
schools have shifted their declared emphasis from public 
speaking or fundamentals to communication or a multiple 
approach. 
Nevertheless, the basic course in nearly 50 
percent of the colleges, universities, and 
junior colleges continues to have a public 
Speaking or fundamentals approach. Correspond-
ingly, over three-fourths of the basic speech 
courses carry th~ title of public speaking 
or fundamentals. 3 
The data further reported leads orie to suspect that 
I 
whatever the declared emphasis or ti tIe of t.:he basic cour se 1 
the 'course content centers around public s?eaking • 
. 1 
The topics dealt with in the basic course by 
most of the responding schools are those related 
to public Sp(~aKH\g i inforInat.ive and persuasi\78 
spedKln~l, suppor·ting mat.erial, delivery, out-
lining, reasoning, audience analysis, topic 
selection, listening and motivati6n. In addi-
tion, with the exception of these iopics, there 
is apparently little agreement about what 
should be taught in the basic course. Rela-
tively few courses deal specifically with such 
topfcs as ethics,the rhetorical criticisms, 
interviewing, and communication theory.'l'he 
textbooks most frequently used in the basic 
courses also appear to e~phasize· p~blic speaking. 14 
"In some respects the emphasis on public speaking and 
funda.mentals is both denied and affirmed by the courseob-
jectives which were repor-ted. "15 
Finally, the study showed that over fifty percent of 
the colleges, universities, and junior' colleges reporting 
7 
, 6 
were satisfied with the course as it was presently taught. L 
Since most schools indicated that the faculty 
was satisfied with the course strudture, one 
must conclude that this orientation reflects 
the inclination of most basic course instruc-
tors. 17 . 
A very similar study was done a few years prior to the 
above. This one was by Donald N. Dedmon:and Kenneth D. 
Frandsen. The study was begun in late January 1963. A 
questionnaire was mailed to 925 colleges ·and universities 
listed in t:he 1962 edition of the SAl\. DIRECTORY. The data 
was compiled fr6m the 406 complete returris. 18 The results 
showed that 
.. :' 54.68 percent of all respondent.s, includ-
ing 'those who requi:ce a first course plus those 
who do not t call their course 'practical public speaking'. 9 . 
Dedll10n and Frandsen concluded the corru"Ul1nication theory 
courses had made only minor inroads int~ the popularity of 
.I 
the public speaking as a required fir.-s'c ,~course in speech in 
colleges and universities in the U. S.2~ 
Another study into the methods and trends in the j l.lr!,-
ior ~ollege basic spce6h course by Don Friar, instructor in 
. ~ Speech at,- American River College, Sacrem,ento, California, 
investigated t:he basic course as taught 'in tile Western 
Speech Association area. 21 In October 1~66, questionnaires 
8 
were sent to the offices of the preside~ts of all junior 
colleges in the, fourteen western states listed in the Ameri.-
can Junior College Associ~tion Dir~.9t~ry:'. A return of ovex' 
ninety percent was received ,from which a composite list. of 
458 instructors currently teaching the b~sic course was' 
obtained. 22 
In April 1967, questionnaires were~~ent'out that,were 
; , 
r 
concerned with class size, number' and types of speeches, 
evaluation and grading of speec~es, use 9f special facilities, 
" , 
innovt:ltive attempts, and qeneral trends,':practices , and 
. ...,..... ~ d technlques. ~~ Of the 458 questionnaires~ one hundre and 
eighty·~seven v,rere, r:::.t'unea, a sampling of 40% .24 A number 
of those answering indicated that their *eply represented 
the me1:hods and trends of the entire spe~ch department of 
their school. The replies represented a~smnpling of 76% of 
the }'25 schools polled. 25 
The results indicated that 49% of the schools had stu-
I 
dents give five to seven speeches during~the course and that 
9 
3B% said they had eight: to ten speakinq assignments.~6 The 
speeches considered most important as assignments \",ere: 
the speech to inform, the speech to persuade and the speech 
to demonstrate. Friar concludes, "The typical junior col-
lege speech course, then, emerged as one which emphasized 
public speaking".27 Judging from the available data, approx-
imately 60% of class time was devoted to performance and 
nearly 20% to speech criticism. 28 Friar states, 
Al though a variety of pedc3.gogical approaches 
was in evidence, we found the primary aim of 
the junior college first course was to develop 
in the student a general facility in the basic 
techniques of speech preparation and delivery. 
Listening improvement, critical thought, re-
search and organizations skills, and allied 
goals were seen as by-products of this over-
all design of Illost class offerings. Any speci-
fic aims of the instructors seemed to fall 
between making the course academically respect-
able for the transfer student and immed ia t,ely 
functional for the terminal student. 29 
A more 'recent study in the community college basic 
speech course was conducted by William Kelly, in an article 
ent:itled .. Speech Instruc tion in California Community Colleges" 
published in September 1970 in the Speech Teacher. 30 
This is the only study found that deals exclusively 
wi th the comrmm,i ty college speech classroom. rfhe purpose of 
the st.udy was (1) to discovm:' speech programs policies and 
procedures; (2) to draw ce~tain comparisons between colleges 
grouped as to size; and (3) to study how teachers structure 
and t,each'the basic transfer spE-esh course. 31 Interest.ingly 
the t.erIll "basic transfer sF'eech course" was defined ciS 'ehe 
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credit tra.nsfer 'course in public 'speaking l ~lhichr in 
California, the f t course taken by most st.udent.s seek-
ing a bacc3,laureate degree. 32 Accm:ding,! to Hr. Kelley 1 this 
, , 
course, with varying titles, is the one ~ost often trans-
'r 
ferr'ed for speech cl.-edi t when' students ~eave the junior 
I' 
college for the senior colleg~ or univcr~ity.33 
During the spring of 1969, seventy~eight California 
pub1i.c community colleges were visited,'x:e:presenting a sample 
of 92% of this ty~e of institution in the state. 34 
The methodology included personal ~nterviews with ad-
ministrators and teachers, a 'set pattern., of interview gues-
tions, class visitations involving observations' of teachers 
and student:s, and collect.i.ons of pri.nted" instructional rna t.·-
"" " • f 
erial, courSE: outlines, and col.lege catalogs. 35 
Co~clusions of this stud:';z' in(!lude finding that 
~ 
th~ only co~rse being taught. at most col1ege~ ~as the?ublic 
"I ' 
speaking course for ul1iversi ty transfer. 36 The follc~ling 
:~ chart summarizes this cunclusion: 
TABLE I 
COURSE TITLES AND COURSE NUBBERS;' FOR THE 
BASIC TRANSFER CREDIT PUBLIC 
SPEAKING COURSE 
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Course Titles 
Freq. of 
Titles 
Course 
Numbers 
Freq. of 
Numbers 
Public Speaking 
Fundamentals of 
Spbech (or) 
Speech 
Fundamentals 
Elements of 
Speech (or) 
Speech Elements 
Oral 
Communication 
Speech 
Public Address 
11 other titles 
ifOtals 
14 
10 
6 
6 
5 
17 
80 
lA 
1 
3 
45 
120 
2A 
7 others' 
Note: Although there were 78 colleges in the 
sample, two colleges had an option of two basic 
speaking courses for transfer credit~37 
32 
26 
3 
j 
3 
3 
10 
80 
All sizes of colleges tended to enroll more than twice 
, 
as many s~udents in the basic university~public ~peaking 
., ·f 
course than in all other courses combined. 38 -
The type of speeches most conunonly' assigned ,,'ere expo-
; , 
sition, persuasion, demonstration, impro~ptu,'discussion, and 
~ h. 
such. 39 The number of speeches ranged from two to thirteen 
, ' 
withla mean of 8.9. 40 Kelley concluded by listing' what he 
fel t w'ere the trends of the speech course in the community 
college. Among these trends \Vere the concepts that students 
learn t,o communicate by get·ting them up on their feet. 41 
12 
Another trlm,d is that t.he major part, ';. (Jf c. s t.udent":;.< grade 
the bus 
the aepartrr'2;:nt of Speech at Denison University I if! an article 
on tradit s 
beneficial possible basic course would be one that allows a 
st,udent to <::..rive a fe\1' longer sp.;eches du]~::i.ng a semester. 43 
His raJcionale i'ncludes the comment I 
Brooks 
My ccmception of the fir~st CaUl:' in speech is 
one of public speaking f explanatory and' per sua- . 
siv6, rather than one of fundament~ls. I er 
conce~tration to a surface voyage ~hrough vari-
oun types of speaking.,' I hold that individuals 
are most likely to employ ext0mpor~neous and 
imprf)mpi.:u speaking in daily situations. 44 
It ill neccssa,ry to also mention a. study by William D. 
Sarah H. Pla'tz in this revic\'ltof the J.iterature. 
Brooks Platz gompleted a research prbqram intd «The 
Effects of Training Upon Self..,..Co~6ept As a Communi-
cat:or. II 4.5 ~4CO inea as: "The rna,nner "in which a 
studzn't perceives hirnself as a communiccl.tor. 1\ 46 Brooks and 
Platz IS si;:udy a.sked the queoi:ion of TNhether the basic speech 
., 
course effected theperson1s boncept themsel-ves as a 
'. ,
CCrmntElica ::or , Through the use of a Q-Sort testing instru-
ment.; they determined that the basic speech course did not 
., ,. • -.r.:' • t' 47 prOGuce oe'':'1.:er se.i.J:~·concep-cs a~ cornmunJ.c~ ,::Lons. As a 
mat.ter of fact, abot;,t ene-fourth of the ~xperimental group 
~nade drama.'tic shifts tO~'ldrds a lov.!er self,-concept. 48 They 
conel u.:h;:d Uv.~ -c, : 
, 
I 
It may be that the students who ma4e negati~e 
changes in howi:hey perceived themselves as 
cOHuuunica'tors are a population different from 
those who improved their self-concept, and it 
mo.y be that' they need a different speech 
experience. 49 
13 
Along this line of research, James :r-icCroskey of t4ichi-' 
gan St.ate universi·ty I investigated' the effect of the basic 
speech course on students' attitudes towards themselves as 
speakers. 50 Eight hundred and twenty-three students en-
rolled in fifty sections of the basic speech course at Penn-
sylvania State University were measured via a semantic d f-
erential scale for their concept of themselves as speakers.51 
the major finding of this study can be' s~m.'11arized, 
There a difference between students' att.i-
tudes toward themselves as speakers at. the 
beginning of a basic speech course and their 
attit.ude toward themselves as sneakers at the 
end of the course.52 • 
McCroskey goes on to conclude that while there may be in-
creased confidence in a student's speaking ability, this 
does not necessarily mean that the student will i~prove his 
speaking ability in the basic speech course. 53 
As can be seen in overviel,y; the Gi~soni Gruner I Brooks 
and Petr study affirms ~hat public speaking is the primary 
emphasis of most college speech courses as did the earlier 
research by Dedmon and Frandsen. Don Friar did a study into 
junior college in the western states as to trends of the 
, 
basic COlJ:r.se~ He again found basically a speaking approach 
to the basic courSe. William Kelley in his study found 
basically t.he. same in the Ca.lifornia COITL'1ll.:mi ty college 
14 
system. However, reseaJ::-ch by vJilliam Brooks and Sarah Platz 
showed that this kind of course does not necessarily meet 
the needs of all students. Indeed, at times it may be harm-
ful to tbe f.>elf-concept. of some. Last.ly I James McCroskey 
conclL1ded that these courses may increase some students· 
confidence in speaking, but not improve their speaking 
ability. 
Of all the studies mentioned in this review of the lit-
erature in the area, there are none that involved the basic 
speech course of the COltllTLUni ty college which is for the two-
year terminating vocational/technical .student. 
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CBJI.PTER III-
PHOBLr.;MS Jl~NDPROCEDURES 
I. GENESIS OF THEPROBLE.l1 
The impetus for the present 'studywas the realization 
that no studies have been a.ttemp"t;ed to determine the v,alidity 
.. 
of the c6htent and methodolQ~y:used in ihe basic speech 
i~ course foir the communi ty col~ege' level student vlho is in a 
non-transfer program. Indeed, _uritLL 'rec:ently, the transfer 
introduc·t:ory speech course at th,e. junior college level was 
not included in studies concerning this area. 
The; studies by Gibson, G~uner, Brooks and P~triel and 
by Dedmon 'and Frandsen 2 are geared for the most part to 
determine, ""hat is taught in the four-year colleges of the 
nation. More recent studies by Friar.3 and Kelley4 have fcc-
used on the junior colleges and COffilTlUni ty colleges but do 
not "include the non-transfer student. 
The findings of all tha-abo~e'mentioned studies center 
, 
on the content.and. class situa.tions of the basic introduc-
,. 
tory sp(-!ech course. The assu!llption t!1atj all seem to indicate 
is that the basic course for',t~he most p?-~t is one wi tha 
";. 
pUbl'ic speaking emphasis., Ye.t, there 'are fevl findings that 
." ~. 
support the notion that this· is ~hebes~~method,of helping 
stua.Emts to improve in their abil~ties to communicate with 
- :~ 
H ....... 
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others. Many ,have said tJ~at 'they do not' feel that an oral 
communication emphasis is' what the students:need most in the 
introduct?ry speech course; but neither do, available facts 
support ,the validity of this statement. 
A second reason exists for the study at hand. A review 
of the literature reveals that, the' information concerning the 
content and methodology of the basic speech course was all 
obtained ~rom speech teachers and some from administrators 
of the various colleges. No-studies, qther than the one, by 
Brooks and Platz S dealing with the self-concept of the com-
municators in a speech classroom, asked the students how 
valid they felt the content and methodol?gy was that is cur-
rently being taught in the speech classroom. An answer from 
, 
students to the above qtiestionis, indee_~, important if one 
is to trY.to determine ~ith any accuracy: the needs of the 
student in the basic speech course. 
It seems then, the only way to determine whether or 
not the community college non-transfer,' as well as transfer 
student, is getting what he f'eels he needs in the basic 
speech course is t6 question him, as weli as the instructors, 
who teach him at this level. Perhaps, a~combination of the 
I' 
two repli~s will be an indication of the:!needs of these 
stud~nts and if they are curr~ntly beingjmet • 
. , 
,! 'I 
" . 
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II. RArrIONALE FOR THE APPRO-?\CH 
, 
Assumptions Of The Basic Speech Course 
, 
The following is a clar.ification 0,£ the investigator's 
. i' 
assumptions concerning the basicnon~transfer speech course 
, 
. and the ass~~ptions concerning the measuring devices used in 
this study. 
Probably the primary assumption made concerning the 
introductory speech course was that it is a class that empha-
sizes the~pub1ic speaking aspect of communication in the past 
t 
in c011eg~s. This assumption is upheld by the resea'rch in 
this study and seems to be one held by both administrators 
, . ' 
and' faculty of the various community colleges in the Oregon 
system. Along with this assumption there seems to be a 
preliminary assumption on the part of the schools that.stud- f 
ents' will learn to become more effective communicators via 
~ 
the public speaking route. Namely, that1by getting up in 
front of a group of people there will occur an increased 
'r 
ability to communicate on the part of the student. However, 
up to this point there seems to be very little, if any sup-
port to this contention. Indeed,this basic assumption on 
the part of the administrators and teachers supposes that 
this is the need area of the community college students. 
Yet, agai~;f there seems, to be no research that supports this 
suppositi~n, especially no studies done in 'Vlhich students 
were asked what their needs were. 
A second assumption that seems to be im~licit in the 
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content and methodology of the current basic speech course 
is that all students are able to learn when placed in front 
of a group of people for the purpose of giving a speech. 
Also, it supposes that all people can learn" by the same 
methods of teaching. It would seem that, indeed, the needs 
of students do vary and consideration to this must be given. 
More likely it would be assumed that the communicative 
needs of the community college student do vary. Perhaps, 
the public speaking Irangle" is not the weak point to many 
community college students. Many \vould certainly not see 
this as the area of communications that they feel is the most 
importan"t for" them to do well. 
One last question that was pondered, but no research 
is available to provide any a~swer, is to what extent is a 
community college student different from, or similar to, a 
four-year college student i.n his communicative needs? Like-
wise, is theLe a difference between the (non-transfer) voca-
tional/technical community college student's communicative 
needs and the communicative needs of the transfer junior 
college students, that is, one who int"ends to go on to a 
four-year institution? Also, it must be asked what affect 
a prior speech course taken might have had on a given student. 
Statement Of The Problem 
The problem to be investigated is as follows: To 
what extent are underlying assumptions of the basic speech 
conununication courses at the community college level as seen 
.... , 
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by the instructors similar to, or different from,' ·the self-
reported needs ;i·n communicat:ion .training: of the community 
college student? 
The, specific areas to be researched are: 
, 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
What are the underlying assumptions of the 
basic speech communication courses at the 
community college level as seen by instruc-
tors? -
What are the fel-t-needs with regard to 
speech communication traini'ng of the com-
munity college s.tudent as reported by 
said 'students? 
To what extent are thebaiic assumptions 
and the self-reported needs: of the students 
congruent with each other? ' 
III. HYPOTHESES TO BE TESTED 
This entire study, for the most part, centers on one 
particulat hypothesis, that being: 
HYPOTHESIS I: -There is a positive: correlation 
between the basic assumptions of 
the introductory speech communica-
tion course as seeniby the speech 
communication instructor and the 
student-felt needs in this course. 
I 
The basic underlying assumpt;ions of the basic speech 
communication course were determined by the faculty question-
naires that were sent to all the Oregon bommunity college 
I 
speech communication teachers. 
Students were asked to fiil out a questionnaire as to 
, ' 
what: their basic needs \"lere in-communications~ This ques-
, ., 
tionnairewa.s divided into two areas for}these students: 
'~ 
First, th~y were asked to rank. communicative situations in 
which they felt it was most important fO£ them to do well and 
. , 
secondly,~what they felt they needed most in. . . improvement 
From this- evolves the.following secondary hypothesis for 
thisstud,y: 
HYPOTHESIS II: There is a positiye cor~elation 
between what students feel they 
need'to improve ih communicative-
wise in the introductory speech 
communication course and what 
.. they feel is mosd important for 
,'them to do well ih conununicative-
wise. 
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In the faculty questionnaire, the speech communication 
instructors were asked. the following thr~e qu~stions: (i) 
What did they. feel the studen~ts' needs w~re in communication 
situations? 
. .. 
(2) What ,did they feel that - s,t1.ldents wanted 
fro'm the introductory speech communication cou'rse? (3) 
Wha~ did they feel that students got frot the introductory 
speech communication'course? The answers to these questions 
seem to bring forth the following second~ry hypotheses: 
HYPOTHESIS III: 
HYPqTHESISIV: 
HYPOTHESIS V: 
There is a high d~gree of con-
sistency between what the speech 
communication faculty feels are 
students' needs inthe communi-
cation area in the introductory 
speech comrrlunication course and 
what they perceive that students 
get from the introductory speech 
communication course. 
There is a high d!gree of con-
sistency between what the speech 
communication faculty feels that 
students' needs are in communi-
cation and how the faculty per-
ceive what students want to do 
to improve their communicative 
needs.. .; 
, 
There is a high d~gree of con-
sistency betvleen what t.he speech 
,', 
Co;xGlLunication fac'ul ty feels stud-
ents \va'nt to do to improve their 
communicative needs and \1Jhat 
students get from the, ;course as. 
seen by instructors. 
It 1s not supposed that the findings of this study 
" I:, 
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will be sufficient to give definite ans~ers to all of these 
hypotheses, but these were the questions, that were in mind' 
in planning this particular research pr6ject~ 
IV. METHODS 
Introduction 
Student-felt needs in the basic~speech communication 
course cap only be brought to light through a process in-
volving themselves. This study, in par~, focused on devis-
• 
ing an instrument that would gleen i~formation from the 
cOnlmunity college students about their needs in the basic 
• •• I~ 
course without test bias. A questionnaire was developed 
that alldwed students to rank_communication situations to 
get this !information. 
To discover the current speech communication pedagogy 
~ 
and teacher-felt-needs, the speech instructors of the 'com-
munity colleges, were also asked to fill out a questionnaire. 
It was de~id~d that this would be a way~to discover the 
current content and methodology used in the community 'college 
basic speech communication course. Also, the questionnaire 
" 
was intended to get a glimpse of student needs as seen by 
the speech instructors in the communitYrcollege. 
~ 
J 
i ' 
• 
< . 25 
.~ ~ 
Two'limiting factors, the ,lack of "flbili;ty to handle. 
~ the ivast numbers ~f. stu,dents availaQi~ ahd th1e degr~e of 
. i " '.' j l 
administrator reliab~lity, served as the;basj:;s for the ra-
", 
tio~ale f~r the procedures selected& 
, 
The:'rationale for the number and cbmposltion of" the 
~~, -, 
sample of' students' in the basic . sp~e,ch .c~urs'es in the ~om-
, 
t. 
<. ,muni:ty ·colleges was' based on "several things. First, it ,was 
not ,!feasible to handle the' number of people in the entire 
popu:latiort of the commun*ty college 'stud~nts "in the basic 
, i 
~ . >1 . 
speech col;irse. second~y, i.t was not possible for the author 
: j 
~ ~, !:' 
'j, to ihtervlew all students. and fac.ulty to~ ask which con~uni-
catiye sit:uations were important to them'~ Therefore, a more 
obje~tive:measuring devlce.was nec~ssaryt As:a result~of 
" ;" ~. ' 
, , 
t this~ findi,ng, a ranking s?ale qu.estionnatre was u~ed, for 
, , 
bot~ facu~ty and students. 
. _ t . 
The· use of" ai;,numerical-oriented 
, ques~ionnaire ~liowed for a~sta~istical,,'habulation wit~ the 
:;1 <. .' Il, 
l " 
use of a c:omputer. This made. it possibl~ for~the author to 
, . ' '
take: a la~ger sample of the total "population for this study. 
popuilatio~ 
The ,student population consisted of a sample of twenty 
i 
or m~re students selected randomly from three of the thir-
. '!' ,I 
~ 
te-ceni cOlnnninity colleges in ,oregon.- The students were those 
, 
enroi~ed in the non-transf~r basic speech course, ~ith the 
.! 
i' "it . 
exception 'of one small sub-sample'. of t:r:ansfer .students • 
. ~ " • to ... 
, 
The. entire P9pulation of sp,eech coIhmunication faculty 
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,r " 
in the Oregon community colleges were questioned on their 
'" 
views of student communication needs. This population con-
sisted of ,forty-four speech communication instructors. 
" 
Deveiopment Of The Questionnaires 
Rationale for Categorie~. A set of tentative cate-
gorieswere established by the author for the sake of ac-
commodating the development of the student arid faculty 
questionnaires. The categories are as follows: 
1. Public Level - On this level, meaningful.communica-
tion ih a structu,red group situation is needed. 
2. ,Adult/Parental Level - On this level, meaningful 
coItU1mnication with parents or other i'nfluential 
adult outside of the family is needed., 
3. Authority Leve.l .;. On this level, meariingful communi-
cation with 'any authority figure, suc'h as an employer, 
a teacher~or others~ is ne~ded. " 
4. Social Level - On this level, meaningful commu~ica­
tion with peers, either on the interpersonal or 
group ,situati,on in a social context, is needed. 
5. !Jtili ty Level., - On this leve,l, meaningful conununi-
cation with any person about daily need situations 
such a? giving directions or instructions, small 
talk, and other, is needed. 
These categories appe?red to be a workabl'e division of the 
possible communication situations in which a 'student might 
become involved. 
To determine if these categories would cover all the 
communications situations of the students: in the community 
college b~sic speech cornmunication course, a pre-test in-
formation device was used. Eighty siudents at Chemeketa 
Community 'College, in Salem, Oregon, in Both the transfer 
and non-t~ansfer basic speech courses off~red ih ~he fall 
of 1972, vlere asked ,to respond to the fo'llowCI.r"'!lxuestion: 
./ 
Ran~ in order 6f difficulty three ~requently 
occ~ring different opportunities to communi-
cate where you would like to be abie to com~ 
municate effectively but find it dift'icult. 
Identify briefly the relationship of the per-
son(s) (position, etc.) and the na~ure of the 
situation (reason or communicating) for each 
item ranked. ~ 
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This question was worded ih' such ,a way as to attempt' to . 
avoid test bias. The only directions given were the written 
ones' that ,.follow: 
I need your help! I'm doing a study on" stud-
enti'needs in the area of speech communication 
training. Hopefully, thi.s will 'end,'in bene-
fits for speech students.' Will you please 
answer the question on the next sheet as hon-
estly and completely as possible. You need 
not i,put your name on the paper; nor will the 
answers be used in any way for evaluation in 
this class. 
The administrators of this pre-test were advised to 
give no further directions. The results '~from students .who 
. , 
did not follow the directions properly w~re discarded l 
leaving sixty-five completed questionnaires to analyze. 
The results of this preliminary survey of students' 
t: 
communicative situations for the most part verified the 
categories selected, exc~p~ for ihe mino; revisions. The 
final cat~gories used in the questionnai~e were: 
. I 
1. Public Level ~ To what extent do students 
,recognize need in the 'use of meaningful 
communication in a structured group situ-
ation? 
2. Close Friends - Family - To what extent do 
students recognize need in the ,use of rnean-
ingful communication with family or oth~r 
influential persons outside of the home? 
3. Superior-Subordinate Level - To what extent 
do students recognize need in the use of 
meaningful communication with a~y authority 
figure such as an employer, a teacher, or 
others? 
4. Social Level - To what extent do students 
recognize need in the use of meaningful 
communication with peers either on the 
interpersonal or group sitaution in a social 
context? 
5. utility Level - To what extent do students 
recognize need in the use of meaningful 
communication with any person about daily 
need situations, such as giving directions 
or instructions to others? 
The only areas the prior set of categories did not 
meet, according to the students, appear to be in these 
communicative situations: 
(1) Those communicative situations involving a 
person's most intimate friends were not adequately 
covered. This communication was too personal to 
be considered on the social level. Therefore, 
it seemed to fit best in the familial area. Con-
sequently, the Adult/Parental level of communi-
cation was changed to meet these needs to the 
Close Friends - Family level. 
(2) Those situations involving difficulty in 
communication in a working situation betiveen 
an employer and an employee were not covered 
adequately. The concern was expressed by stud-
ents with the communication going in both dir-
ections, not just from employer to employee. 
Therefore, it was necessary to change the 
Superior-Subordinate level. 
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Not all students listed three communicative situations 
in the pre-test questionnaire. It seems that perhaps time 
may have been a factor. The number of responses per 
questionnaire were as follows: 
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TABLE II 
I 
NUMBER OF REPLIES PER STUDENT: 
PRE-TEST QUESTIONNAIRE 
No. of CommunJ.catJ.on No. of questJ.onnaJ.re No. of communJ.-
situations listed per filled out this ~ay cation situations 
questionnaire :~ listed in total 
'i! 
1 15 ", 15 
.. 
; 
2 26 52 
3 24 72 
Total 65 139 
This table demonstrated what specific categories each student 
felt was most difficult ,for him to communicate effectively. 
He was asked to give these in order of priority. The re-
sponses in the 65 questionnaires were divided in the follow-
ing manner: 
Categories 
Social 
Public 
TABLE III 
COMMUNICATIVE SITUATIONS LISTED 
BY CATEGORIES AND PREFERENCE 
IN PRE-TEST QUESTIONNAIRE 
1st 2nd 
Choice Choice 
24 18 
18 11 
Friend - Family 8 8 
Superior - Subordinate 15 8 
Utility 4 2 
TOTAL 69 47 
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3rd 
Choice Total 
11 53 
5 34 
2 18 
4 27 
1 7 
23 139 
The communicative situations used in the final question-
naires, both student and faculty, were drawn from this pre-
liminary survey. 
Desi2n Of Faculty Questionnaire. In designing the 
faculty questionnaire, it was most important to corne up with 
a testing device that was concise yet simple to complete. It 
appears that there is a direct relationship between the 
amount of time a faculty member needs to spend filling out 
a questionnaire and the number of questionnaires returned. 
The questionnaire was limited to two pages with eight questions 
that were, for the most part, a simple "circle the correct 
.,j' 
, 
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r . • 
answ~r" o~ "fill in a number". A self~addres~ed enve16pe 
was included for the convenience of the s;peech_?ommunic;ation 
faculty questioned., -" 
': : ~ 
. . ... ~ 
Simplifying the t~sting'device as to inquire into the 
'i-.. 
basic assumptions of 'pre~ent introductor~ spee,ch courses, 
created many sem~nticai problems'.' 'TermiJology was s'elected 
,'" .' - . r 
, 
to eliminate tes,t bia,s as much as possible. 
, , ' 
It was also decided that a cover l~tter (see app~ndix) 
woulcl be needed to enhance the a'mount of '[responses: to this 
-. J 
quest.ionnaire. This :quest'ionnaire needeq to b'e as non": ' 
.~ 
threatening as 'possible. This 'letter $tated that the ques-
tion~aire ~as only being use~ to ,determid~ th~ curre~t meth-
- l( 
,., odology in the introductory speech commurl'ication course, in 
1 ,'~ • )c ,. 
the Oregon~:community :co,lleges and not ,as ''an evaluati9n tool. 
In addition to, this; they were 'told that feedback was needed 
" 
from ':~ community colleges in or.der fo~ 'the author to com-
"I - ~ 
plete her research study., ' It wa.-s ass.umed~ that this was 
, .e'nough to allay fear of reprisal for any 'knswers. However, 
some bias in faculty answers' attrlbuted to a personal need 
.' ( 
," of faJculty: to enhance ,their s~lf-iinages is inevitable'. Ac-
l' 
I 
cordingly, ,'the interpretation of ,resulting -data should be 
conservative. 
, 
; Of the eight questions contained in1the questionnaire, 
the fl.rst 'four dealt with institutionai p~licies concerning 
. .~ ". , . 
, . 
the introductory speech' communication cou*'se I ~amety, whether 
'. 
the course 'was transfer ,non...,transfer, or :both. Th,ey were 
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asked if it was required for graduation; if and how its con-
tents were governed by school policy, and what emphasis the 
text had. 
The second half of the questionnaire attempted to get 
at ~ needs as view'ed by the faculty. They were asked 
to rank five communication situations in terms of prioriti.es, 
as to, what they felt students wanted in the basic course; 
what they felt students needed in this course; and what they 
felt students got from this course. Lastly, they were asked 
if they were satisfied with the course as taught - or how 
they would like to change it. (See Faculty Questionnaire 
in appendix.) 
Design Of Student Questionnaire. In designing the 
student questionnaire, it was also important to develop a 
testing device that was relatively short and easy to fill 
out. It needed to be one that was understandable in both 
directions to the students and in the communicative situations 
with which they had to deal. It was, with this in mind, de-
cided that a ranking scale of communicative situations be the 
~ost conducive way to elicit student-felt needs with some 
indication as to priorities. Therefore, the questionnaire 
consists of four pages, each with sixteen ranking sets of 
five communicative situations each. These communicative 
situations were determined through a pre-test questioning 
of students to determine a set of worka~le categories. 
Like the faculty questionnaire, there were many semantic 
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oriented considerations that had to be made when d"eveloping 
this questionnaire. The communicative situations used were 
taken from the pre-test sample and the wording was only 
slightly altered to take out student biases from these. 
Much thought was given to the exact wording of each of the 
situations listed. For example, the words like "father, 
mother, and parents" were buffered for emotional reactions 
by adding in each of the communicative situations using these 
words the additional words "or close family friend." It was, 
also, attempted to word this questionnaire in such a way that 
a student of eighteen and thirty-five would both find the 
communicative situations applicable to them since the student 
populations of the community "colleges do vary greatly in age. 
The questionnaire was accompanied by a set of direc-
tions and a short explanation of purpose to the students 
filling out the questionnaire. The explanation consisted of 
the follo\'ling: 
TO STUDENTS: Please fill out this questionnaire 
as completely and honestly as possible. It is 
part of a study being done to determine what stu-
dents want and need from their introductory 
speech courses. Your help on this project is 
greatly appreciated. Ask the administrator if 
you have any questions regarding directions. 
This explanation was given in an attempt to allay any student 
fears of reprisal for filling out this testing device. Stu-
dents \ .... ere, also, allowed to remain anonymous. 
The"directions to the questionnaire were devised to be 
as simple, ~ut as complete, as possible. It was hoped that 
they would be sufficient for the students so that they did 
"' , , r ,. 
:~ 
, . 
t 
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not ihave to questio? the test administrator about .directions. 
" 
This' was done in' order: to reduce introdu'btion -of bias by the 
. . . . ~. ~ , ~. . ~ 
admiinistrator. The test·'administra~ors were cautioned' not 
. :., 
to give any per'sonal interpretations of the 'meaning of words 
. .~ 
or s'itu.ations used in the 'rank~ng situat~ons. (See appendix 
for a copy of student, questiQimaire wi th ~-directions. '> 
The.,.questionnaire itself consisted;~of two parts, with 
~ • ~. - • .... > ' 
eight ran~ing situations in ~ach.- t ~ • , Thef1r~t par~of the-
ques,tionnaire -asked the stu~ents to rank~ communicative, si tu-
atiohs as- ·they judged were most important for them to do well 
.' != 
in. The key in this was for the students to judge what they 
felt; would enhance them the most in sociAl or work situations, 
,. 
depending .on which was of -the highest pr·tority to .. them .. 
, 
The second part .o·f the questionnaire asked the s~udents 
j.. ~ • • 
to rank communicative si~uations in acco*danc$ wit'h what· they 
felt, the most need to imp~ove~ In this ~ecti6n studen~s 
; 
were: to judge their areas of need for im·JroveIl\ent. This' com-
" 
bination Of the result.of.both parts sho~ld point out what 
,!: stud~nts feel they need in the introductdry- speech course. 
~ .. ,;. 
, i 
Proctikdures 
Stuq:ent questionl1aireswer~' distributed 'to test admin-
istrators ~at Chemeketa' community collegeJ 'Blu~_Mouhtai.n· com-' 
. " 
fr 1 ,: 
munity College in Pendleton', Oregon, and'Clackamas Community 
, 
Coll~ge in Oregon Citi, bregon, with a s~t of .directions 
:i . 
~,"prior to the beginning of the winter term of 1973. Admini-
" 
"'.... ~ 
strators were warned to make no further comments to students 
, 'r 
·l' 
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othe1 than the written directions on the~top of the student 
questionnaire. 
.j 
~ 
The ~tudent-questionn~ire was give~ to all first year 
'~ 
studEknts at Chemeketa COInmunity College enterfng the cl'ass 
~'. ' 
call~d Communication Skills 1.104. This :'class is ,the intro-
I. , 
ductory speech communication 'course takeri by the non-tr'ansfer 
"" " ~ ~ 
-' -comm~nity college students at this partidular school: ~n 
, :I' ~ . ~ .: < 
• ~I ,,~. . ; 
total there were 184 student questionnaires fi~led-out at 
. ~, 
Chemeketa 'Community College in the, non-tf-ansfer program'. 
In a4ditio'n, th~re were small samples of tstudent responses Ii 
'I 
taken at two other community colleges. offerihg a similar 
• 
introducto_7y speech cpurse. These schoars were chosen rand-
, 1 ,!.;., l· 
omly. There was a sample of 32 students "taken' from Clackamas -
Community College. L_ikewi~~,"a sample: of 30 ~'tudents was 
I 1 
takeri f,rom Blue Mountain' CoIl,ege. At both colleges, the-' 
;~ 
r courie was'labeled the infroduc~ory'speedh course to be: taken 
, by the non-transfer student. A small sample was also taken 
i 
from 'the introductory speech course (Spee~h llJ) ' on the, 
, ' 
,. 
tra,nsfer level at Chemeketa Community C.oLlege., This sample 
included thirty-five, ques~ionnaires. The~e were taken for ,', 
, ~ 
, ~ 
use of comparison, with the non-transfer students' 'responses. 
'~ 
The t:otal sample taken at the three community colleges was 
281. ' 
~ I 
, All questionnai'res "were given to students in 'the pasic 
I speech cou;ses at these schools on'the fitst d~y of the'term. 
'. Il 
This was done to circumvent the 'possibility of 'teacher influ-
r 
J: • ' • 
ence on the students' answers to the questl.onnal.re. 'r'hese 
~" 
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ques~ionnaires were then collected by the author for stat--
f istibal tabulation. 
~. The ,faculty questio?~aires with a 90ver letter of ex-
.. . 
planation1were sent'to44' speech corrununidation,instructors 
.: -, . ~ 
~1 
at the community colleges, In Oregon. Th~ letters were sent 
" 
appr0ximately two weekf? into the' ,winter term of 1973. The' 
,! " 'il 
popu~ation was determined through the use of the Oregon 
Comm~nitx 'College Association Handbook 6 ~s te~ching communi-
\ '_ J. ~ • 
cati9ns an~'l/or speech courses 'in the th~~teen -community col-
"leges. Answers wer~ .received fro~ 28., sp~ech instructors 
! 
representing 12 of the' 13 community colleges in Oregon. 'l'he 
r , questionn~ires were th~n statisti6ally tabulated with t~e 
results shbwn i~ the.~ext .chapter. 
", 
,: 
I ; 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
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CHAPTER IV 
RESULTS ,~ 
I. SUJv"lHARY OF PROCEDURES" 
" 
, I t is' the purpose of this chapt;er to describe the .. da ta 
producing procedures used in this study and their results. 
; 
i 'I . 
. The follow~ng questions had to be asked of the data to answer 
I 
the five hypot~eses already stated in the;last chapter:i 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4 • 
,I 
Was the testing device reliable? 
sistencY/Reliability) 
(In ternal Con-
Do the parts of each questionnaIre h~ve any de~ree 
d'f association with another part of that question-
liaire? (Student Pa'i.-t I vs. Student Part Ir'.) (:Fac-
, • . I '~.J 
ulty Perceptlons Student Needs vs. Student Wants, 
Student Needs vs. Student Gets, ,Student Wants~s. 
Student Gets) , , 
Are the responses of different ~roups of students 
associated with one another? (Transfer StudeDts 
. II' I; 
Vs. Non-transfer Students) (Chemeketa vs. B16e Mt. 
" • I 
Blue Mt. vs. Clackamas, Chemeketa vs~ Cl~ckamas) 
, 
Do the various parts of the two questionnaires to-
~ether have any degree of association with one 
another? (Matrix of correlatioAs among the data 
sets) 
Firs( as a test reliability measure; thirteen Kendall 
• Coefficieni of Concordances (w)l were computed to assess inter-
:1 'I 
item ~eliability within both the faculty ~ " . ~nd s~udents' ~uestlon-
naire~ for each of th~ five scales. The ~ \ W expresses the degree 
; \. 
, 
of association among the variable. In adqitior1, 
I 
I 
'I: 
T , 
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two Kendall Wi s were computed to ascertain possible o.onsis-
tency across all scores in data for each ~fthe scales in 
the student questionnair~. (Answer to question I Jbove.) 
SecoAdlYf eight Spearman Rank Correlation Coefficient 
(rs )2 wereicomputed to measure the degree of association of 
variables in two ordered series. Another, Spearman ,:w:as applied 
l~ 
between the sections of the student questionnaire to determine 
I 
if there was a correlation between all st~dents' answers to 
Part I and Part!!. (Answer to question 2.) Three more 
I! ' Spearman Rh'os were computed to assess correlation between the 
" 
three secti:ons in the faculty questionnaire. 
A procedure was needed for comparing the answers to 
the questid'nnaire given by the variousgrC?ups who were given 
. ~. , . 
the test instrument. The Friedman Two-Way Analysis '3 of Var-
iance was applied to data from Groups I, II, III, and IV in 
the' student i questionnaire. A second Friedman was done to 
, 
compare vocational groups (I, II, III) to transfer group (IV). 
(Answer to ~uestion 3.) 
The l~st set of statistical procedures consisted of 
~ 
Spearman Rhos between the'two parts of the student question-
i 
, i 
naire and t.he three parts of the facul ty q'uestionna~re to 
see if there were any correlations between all part~ of both 
'. : 
test instrufuents. This was done only after the reliability 
of each tes~ instrument was determined separately. 
to questipn,4.} 
(Answer 
The section below will describe the procedure involved 
in using the above statistical design. 
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The Kendall Coefficient Of Concordance 
i The~Kendall Coefficient of Cqncord~nc~"was used to ex-
-
press the degree of association among variables. 'In both 
• I 
the studedt and faculty questionnaires, the~e were! five 
categories to be ranked by respondents. ;,The observed ranks 
were'then bast in a K X N table. In bur case with! an N no 
, .~. 
larger th~h seven, the formula: x 2=K (~-l)w.4 A high signi-
ficant valUe of w may be interpreted as meaning that the per-
I' sons.ranki~g are applying es~entially the same s~a~d~rd in 
ranking th~ objects un4er study.S 
"In applying the first set of ten Kendalls, the qu"estion 
i 
I • I 
was asked to what extent do the items in the student question-
naire pres~nt a stable response. A" null hypothesis was est-
ii -
" I, 
ablished that indicated that the K rankings were unrelated: 
to each other. An alpha level of .10 was established. The 
following ~esults were recorded: 
Table IV 
KENDALL COEFFICIENT OF CONCORDANCE FOR INTERNAL 
CONSISTENCY OF THE STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE 
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Group Part I Significance Part II Significance 
I .47 .01 .84 .001 
II .51 .01 .83 .001 
III .42 .01 .82 .001 
IV .56 .01 .88 .001 
-
Total .46 .01 .84 .001 
From these statistics, it appears that the nul1-hypoth-
esis can be rejected. It seems that there is a high degr~e 
of inter-item reliability. This consistency shown in the 
parts of the student questionnaire would allow one to predict 
the answers to the eight questions in each part. Thus, it 
would seem that this questionnaire could be referred to as 
an eight~item scale. 
One thing to be noted, however, is that there seems to 
be more uniformity in what students feel they need to improve 
in communicativewise (Part II) than what he deem that society 
thinks he needs to be good in communicativewise (Part I). 
A second set of three Kendall's were used in determining 
consistency in the answers to the three questions (dimensions) 
ip the faculty questionnaire. A null hypothesis was posited 
that the K rankings were unrelated to·each other and an alpha 
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level of .05 was set. Using the same procedures as before, 
the following statistics computed: 
Table V 
KENDALL COEFFICIENT OF CONCORDANCE FOR INTERNAL 
CONSISTENCY OF THE FACULTY QUESTIONNAIRE 
Dimensions: 
Questions Asked Kendall W Significance 
#1 
Student Needs .0897 .05 
#2 
Student Wants .0992 .05 
#3 
Student Gets .1525 .01 
From these results, the null hypothesis can be rejected. The 
consistency in answers of the facultY'members permits this to 
be considered three scales. 
The third set of 2 Kendals were applied to determine 
to what extent do all the subjects' answers to the question-
naire intercorrelate with each other throughout the student 
questionnaire. There were 281 students who filled out the 
text instrument. A null hypothesis was established that in-
dicated that the K rankings were unrelated to each other. 
An alpha level of .10 was set. Using the procedures listed 
earlier in this chapter, the following results were obtained: 
Part I Signi,ficance Part II Significance 
Tot. .1737 .01 .4061 .01 
From these re.sults, it can be assumed that the null hypothesis 
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may be rej'ected. Also, it may be assumed that there is con-
';, 
sistency in the answers ,to the questionnaire among: the persons 
., 
filling out the student questionnaire. 
Spearman Rank Correlation Coefficient 
The second statistical procedure applied was the Spear-
i 
man Rank C~rreiatiorr Coefficient: rs. T~is statistical pro-
cedure was: applied to as~ess correlation between the various 
parts of e~ch questionnaire. The student questionnaire had 
" 
two parts. The same situations and ranking proces~ was in-
volv~d in both p'arts of the questionnaire. . :1 The Sp~arman 
Rank Correlation C6efficient was chosen ~ince it is a me~sure 
of association of variables ranked in two' ordered series. 
~his measu~e of association requires tha~ both varlablesb~ 
measured in an ordinal-scale. 6 This study meets this require-
II 
'di 2 
ment. The Spearman formula rs= -6? i=l 7 ,was used. 
N3 - N 
'I 
If the subjects constituted a random sample as they did in 
this study, one may test-the significance. of the rs using the 
Table of Critical Values of rs.8 
" 
A null hypothesis was established that there was no cor-
relation b~tween student answers by category between societal 
needs (Part I) and personal needs (Part II). An alpha level 
of .10 was1set for this study. 
11 
The results were a~ follows: 
Table VI 
SPEAmlAN RANK CORRELATION COEFFICIENT BY CATEGORIES 
FOR THE S'I'UDENT QUESTIONNAIRE 
category Spearman Significance 
rs 
Close Friend-
Family .8106 .01 
Social .6488 .01 
Utility .5194 .01 
Superior-
Subordinate .5588 .01 
Public .7543 .01 
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Thus, the null hypothesis may be rejected. Indeed, it seemed 
there was evidence to conclude that there was a strong corre-
lation between how students answered categorically from Part 
I to Part II. 
A second Spearman was applied to the student question-
naire to see if there was a correlation between the answers 
of all students to Part I and to the answers of all students 
to Part II. A null hypothesis was established that there was 
no correlation between the subjects' answers in Part I to 
Part II. An alpha level of .10 was set. N was equal to five 
as this was the number of variables possible in the ranking 
system. The average ranking of all students was determined 
by finding an average ranking for each student which were 
then tabulated to find an average for t~e entire group. The 
rho was found to be .4000. This was not large enough accord-
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ing to Table p9 for the researcher to reject the null.hypoth-
esis. The evidence was not strong enough to conclude that 
all students' answers to Part I were correlated to their 
answers to Part II. This served to eliminate the fears of 
the planner that the students would not differentiate in 
answering between Part I and Part II. 
The Spearman Rank Correlation Coefficients was applied 
to the faculty questionnaire to see if there was any corre-
lation in answers to the three questions asked (dimensions). 
since the Spearman can be applied only between two ranked 
scales, their questions had to be tabulated against one other 
question at a time. Using the above procedures with an N=5, 
there were null hypotheses established that there was no 
correlation between the answers to these questions. An alpha 
level of .10 was set for all three procedures. 
Table VII 
SPEARMAN RANK CORRELATION COEFFICIENT FOR FACULTY QUESTIONNAIRE 
AS TO WHAT STUDENTS NEED, WANT, AND GET FROM THE 
INTRODUCTORY SPEECH COURSE 
puestions Compared Faculty Impression ~o Significance 
of : . 
5 to 6 Needs to Wants .9212 .01 
5 to 7 Needs to Gets .9270 .01 
6 to 7 Wants to Gets .9383 .01 
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A b~oad conclusion can be made on ,~these statistical 
" 
findings is that the facul ty a~swered qu:~stions 5 ~ 6, an.d 7 
. . 
very, similarly. They Seem to conclude" that students' com-
municative needs and wants are 'met in the" current! intr'oduct-
ory-speec~ coursei 
Friedman Two-Way Analysis of Variance 
, The': third statistical procedure ~mploy.ed was the 
Friedman ~wo-way Analysis'. AsmentionedT.earlier, 'the sttldent 
. ,[ . ..( f d . f f f d questl0nna~re was glveln t~_ ou~. 1 erept gro~ps:o s~u erts. 
• I - '" - ~)' - • ~ ~ -. ~ 
. This proc~dure was used to find out if" there was a pattern of 
.'. .;1 ;. 
slml1arlty between the groups. in their answers tOithe ques-
. ~ -,' .. 
tionnaire~ l-lhen the data is from matched samples' in an ord-
inal scale, the Friedman is used to test:, the null!hypothe~is 
that. the samples have been drawn' from;th~' same poJulation~lO 
Using the formula: Xr2~12' =~K-Z(Rj)2~3N(K+l)ll 
N K(K+l) 'J=l 
" wi th -the 1< standing for the conditions and the N for· the sub-
lr jects. If as in this c~se th~ N = 4 and~~ = 5, tfie associated 
probability may be determined by referenbe to the [Chi. ~quare 
',. 
distribution Table C~~ with' a df K-l. " A. riull hypothesis 
• j, '. I . 
was established that there were no difference .in answers 
between G~OUP I, II, III, and IV. ' An al~ha .. level of .01 
was set. 'T.he resul ts w~re a~ follows: 
.' 
'. 
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.Table VIII 
,. 
't! 
FRIEDMAN TWO"'"WAT ANALYSIS BET,WEEN 
GROUP I, I I, I I I, IV.; 
'f i 
, 
Chi·-Squai:: e ;sign~fi~ahce 
-t 
Part I 13.600· .01 
Part II 16.000 .01 
" 13' 
~--------------~------------------~--~~------------~ ; ~ 
With thes'e results it would seem ,that th~ null .hypothesis 
could be rejected. There is indeeda.d~fference in an~wers 
!', ; t 
between groups. From the Spearman},we ,s~w that there was a 
> 
pattern wii thin the groups. but from .this '~rocedure, it ,is ob-
. vious that there is a difference' in' answ~ers between !the 
groups. 
,A second Friedman was used for the student questionnaire 
," 
! 
to determine if there was a s~milar p~t'tbrn in' answe'rs: between 
1;h~ non-ti-ansfer (Gr~ups i, "1:1; '111) andt~ transfer .~ (Group IV). 
. . 
, , , 1 
,An alpha ievel of .Ol'was. e9tablished for the null hypothesis 
~,: 
that the,re' was a difference ~in' the answers .of the ,:two groups. 
The n=2 tliis time with K;:;=5. Using the same procedure,s, the 
, 
.results wETre: 
, ' 
" 
Table IX 
FRIEDMAN TWO-WAY ANALYSIS BETWEEN 
GROUPS I, IT, III,TO GROUP IV 
Chi-Square Significance 
Part I 6.800 NS 
Part II 8.000 NS 
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From these results it would seem that the null hypoth-
esis could not be rejected. There was not a difference in 
answers that was significant between the non-transfer and 
the transfer students as a whole. 
II. SUMMARY OF RESULTS 
The statistical procedures to this point have been used 
to show that the questionnaires could be considered ordinal 
scales and that they were reliable and valid. One further 
statistical procedure was needed to determine the association 
of variables ranked in two ordered series. The comparisons 
to be done were between the various parts of both the student 
and faculty questionnaires. The statistical procedure chosen 
was again the Spearman Rank Correlation Coefficient as it 
meets the above criteria. The same procedures were applied 
as have been described previously in this chapter. A by-
product of the Kendall W (described previously) is an average 
ranking for the groups. They were used in figuring these 
rhos. The rankings used are listed below. 
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Table X 
.' 
AVERAGE ,RANKINGSBY CATEGORIES OF THE SUBGROUPS 
~tudent*' Teachers' 
Needs ants Needs~ War'lts' Gets 
! 
) , 
Public 4 1 3 1 1 
" 
superio;-I , 
Subordinate 1 2 2 2 2 
. 
. 
. 
Family 3 4 4 5 4, 
Utility 5 5 1 3 ,3 
I )' , 
" Social 2 '3 5 4 5 
.. 
The-Spearman was applied once betw~en each subgroup 
including both the faculty and, student questionnaires.' The 
results are shown' below. 
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Table XI 
SPEARMAN RHOS BETWEEN SUBGROUPS OF STUDY 
StudentS[ 
Faculty 
Neea-s--~Waht-s~--·Gets 
Needs ~ ~~ 
Wants .5 1 
Gets .6 .9 
:!: - - ";;;;;;-
Needs -.4 -.1 
Wants -.2 .7 
&tudentp' 
Neeas Wants 
Using the Table of Critical Values of rs' The Spearman Rank 
Correlation Coefficient. The following significance levels 
were established from the above rhos. lS 
Table XII 
SIGNIFICANCE LEVELS FOR SPEARMAN'S BETWEEN 
SUBGROUPS OF THE STUDY 
Needs 
Faculty 
wal1ts aets 
qtudents' 
Needs ~ants 
." 
Needs ~ 
""-
Wants I NS . . . ~ 
Gets NS .05 ... ~ - - - - - - 1-= - - - =- - =:; Needs i NS NS NS I 
I .I~ Wants NS NS NS 'I NS I 
Students 
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Though all of the correlation factors are not strong 
enough to be significant, they are strong enough for some 
comparisons of faculty views of what the students (1) need, 
(2) want, and (3) get in the introductory speech course. 
Those statistics in the double solid lines are those that 
compare student answers with other student answers. They 
compare how students see their needs and wants in the intro-
ductory speech course. The statistics in the single solid 
lines, likewise, are those that compare student answers to 
needs and wants to faculty perception of student needs, wants, 
and "gets". These statistics are perhaps the most interest-
ingi they will be discussed first. 
When comparing the answers of the students to the an-
swers of the faculty to the needs and wants of the students 
in the introductory speech course there was a negative corre-
lat'ion between many of these. For example, there is a -.4 
rho in comparing the students' interpretations of what they 
felt were their basic needs in the introductory speech course 
and what the faculty saw as students' basic needs in this 
same speech course. There was a consistently negative corre-
lation when comparing what the students saw as their basic 
needs in the course and what faculty saw as student needs, 
wants, and what they got in the introductory speech course. 
The correlation factor became more positive in comparing what 
students said they wanted to get in the first speech course 
with \"hat the faculty thought students wanted and got from 
. . 
the first speech course. However, on the whole, the correla-
" :~ 
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tions in this section are negative le~d~ng on~to ieject the 
first hypbthesis of this study. This hypothe?is being that 
there is a positive correlation between the basic'assumptions 
of the introductory speech course as seen by the speech fac-
, 
ulty and the basic assumptions of the introductory speech 
course -as Seen by the students in the introd~ctory speech 
course. 
': 
It does not seem that there is enough evidence to say 
that there is a very strong relationship between Part I and 
Part II of the student ,questionnaire. Both Spearman rhos 
applied (the one listed in the table bei'ng discussed and the 
one that &as discussed earlier in this chapter)-came out to 
a .4000 correlation. This is not strong enough to show a 
correlation between what students feel their needs and wants 
are ~n th~ introductory speech course., Using thebsignificance 
level as the determining factor, it woul'd seem th&t ,the second 
hypothesis could be weakly rejected. T~is hypothesis stated 
that there was a positive correlation between what students 
felt_they; needed to improve in needs communicative-wise in 
~ ~ 
the introductory speech course and wha't ~they felt 'was most 
important for them to do, well in communicative-wise (wants). 
, -
However, ~he evidence does not allow the. author ,to make this 
I 
conclusion a very definite one. 
The'statistics in the dotted line area show,a fairly 
strong, though not always significant, r~lationshlp between 
how the faculty viewed the st~dentst needs, wan~s; and what 
they got from the introductory speech c.ourse. Couple these 
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" 
Spearman rhos listed in the table with the Spearman's dis: 
cussed earlier in this chapter between students needs, wants, 
and what they got in the speech course, and it is strong 
enough to formulate the idea that there is indeed a relation-
ship between the faculty answers to these three questions. 
The first set of Spearman's were all significant in showing 
a relationship. In this second set of Spearman's the only 
one strong cnough to show a .05 significance level was the 
comparison between what faculty saw as student wants in the 
course and what they felt that students got in the course. 
The rho here was .90. It would seem then that at least the 
evidence does not point to rejecting the III, IV, and V 
hypotheses of this study. Therefore, it would seem that we 
could accept: 
Hypothesis III: There is a high degree of consistency be-
tween what the speech faculty feel are 
student's needs in communication in the 
introductory speech course and what they 
perceive that students get from the intro-
ductory speech course. 
Hypothesis IV: There is a high degree of consistency be-
tween what speech faculty feel that students' 
needs are in communication in the intro-
ductory speech course and how the faculty 
perceive what students deem as their communi-
cative needs. 
Hypothesis V: There is a high degree of consistency be-
tween what the speech faculty feel students 
deem as their.communicative needs in the 
introductory speech course and what they 
perceive that students get from the intro-
ductory speech course. 
Therefore, we reject the first two hYPQtheses and accept the 
last three. 
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CHAPTER V' 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
This final chapter will summarize and interpret the 
experimen~al results of the study. ' The ~esearch hypotheses 
will be r~viewed, relevant results will be restated, and con-
clusions drawn. Suggestions for further research 'will con-
clude this chapter. 
I. SUMMARY 
The:specific question which this study was designed to 
investigate was: To what extent are the underlying assump-
tions of the basic speech courseS at the community college 
. , 
level as seen by the instructors similar to or different from 
theself-repor:ted needs in communication training !Iof the 
community college students? 
The study was based on the assumption that by asking 
I 
both the students and the speech faculty,: what they felt' the 
r 
needs of ~he student are in the introductory course that a 
series of ' correlations could be established for comparison. 
Also, it was assumed that the answers of the two 'groups would 
11 
be indicative of the basic underlying assumptions ':of speech 
needs of, thes.e groups. In terms of these as sumptions I hypoth-
eses were generated to compare the correlation factors be-
tween the students I and faculty I s answers to ,the questions on 
, , 
'; 
I~ 
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student n1eeds. 
t, 
Hm,/ever, first to be assessed bef~re the hypctheses 
cculd be tested was the validity cf ,the Ltesting instru~ents. 
The tes,t instruments fcr bcth 'the faculty and students were 
develcpedi using categcries and, commuriicat'ive ,si tua ticn's dis-
ccvered thrcugh pre-t~it data. 'The two. ~uesticnnaires w~re 
des;i.gned to. be similar so. that results qbtained,cpuid be 
ccmpared .. All tests -applied' to. thes~ instruments prcved 
" 
them to. be valid and reliable,. It ·wa~' c.cncluded t?at they 
cculd be ccnsidered to. be scales ·fcrdetermining needs: 'in 
H' 
1: 
ccmmunica'ticn. 
Onc~ the test validity vi,as' estab'iij'shed, the flrst 
r 
hypcthes i s to. be tes ted ,was:~', ' 
. 
Hypcthesfs I:, 
t, 
There is a pcsi'tive co.rreflaticn between' the 
basic ass~mpticns.cf the '1ntrcductory speech-
.ccurse, as seen by the, sp,e:eCh instn).ctcr and 
the student-f~lt ,needs iri this ccufse. 
"" , 
HYP9:thesis I failed to. be ccnfirme!d. There.is no. sig-
nificant ~orrelaticn between what the:fabulty think ar~ the 
basic nee9s cf,;the. intrcductcry _ speech c6~rse: and what the 
students feel the basic needscf the cc.u~se are. In fact, 
in mcst cf ·the c()mpariscns between tJ:1e v~ricus secticns 'cf 
. . ~ . 
the students' and fa cuI ty '.s questicnnaires there were nega-
tive .ccrr~laticns. This would indicate that there is no. 
agreement i between the 'stu~en:ts and the f.acul ty as ,ftc what the 
: students .deed to. receiv~ in traini~g in the inttcduct~ry 
. . 
-speech course. An expl'anaticn cf thi~' r~sul t· cculd be· cne cf . 
·f 
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many, such as: 1) There is little communication between the 
speech faculty and the students as to what should be done in 
the introductory speech course. This could be because the 
faculty do not feel that the students would know what is 
best for them to learn in communicative skills. 2) It could 
be that, indeed, the students do 'not know what is ,best for 
them ,to improve in communicative-w:ise. 3) It could be that 
the administration of the various community college!? control 
the course emphasis in these courses. , Thus, the instructors 
are not allowed to respond 't6the needs, they feel!are rele-
vant or that the-students e~pr~ss.', 
A s~cond area of interes~,in thi~study was whefher 
students would agree between themselves about their need to 
improve in communication and'what they felt was important for 
them to do well in. Thus, a second hypothesis evolved: 
Hypothesis II: There is a positive correlation between what 
students feel they need to improve in communi·-
cative-wise (personal needs) in the intro-
ductory course and what they feel:is most 
important for them tO,do well in communica-
, 
tive-wise (societal needs). 
This hypothesis also failed to be confirmed. The cor-
'I ' 
relation between these two sections of the student's question-
naire was 'not strong enough to be consid~red significant. It 
does seemithat students do see the need to improve communica-
tive-wise as a separate need ~rom the p~fsonal need of what 
they feel is most important for them to do well in communica-
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tive-wise'. The students do seem to have this discriminating 
ability which would have a direct affect on 'curriculum 
planning. It would appear that students do have a fairly 
definite idea as to what they would like to bt? presented in 
the introductory speech course, if they were asked. 
It is also interesting to note th~t the statistics 
show that there was a similarity of ansJers within each sub-
group of students questioned but that there did seem to be 
a differehce in choices·between the su~groups which represented 
various schools and locations. There are different needs in 
'J 
; 
communication for students in different community' setting~. 
A similar comparison seemed necessary with the facu~ty 
questionnaire to determine if there was any correlation among 
Oregon speech faculty as to what they felt that students 
wanted in the introductory speech course; what they got from 
the course; and what students actually needed to improve in. 
Three hypotheses emerged.from this comparison, th7 first being: 
Hypothesi~ III: There is a high degree of consistency be~ 
tween'what the speech faculty feel are stu-
dents I needs. in communication in theintro-
ducto~y speech course ~nd wh~t they perceive 
that students get from the introductory 
speech course. 
Thts hypothesis seemingly can be accel?ted. 'There were 
two sets of statistics used to come to this cbncl~sion. 
first set showed a significant correlation between what 
, 
The 
faculty ans'\vered as students' needs and .,what~they get in the 
,. 
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course. The-second set, though it did not show a ;significant 
correlation, showed a fairly strong one. Thus, it appears 
that there is a relationship -,between what the faculty feel 
I, 
that students need and get. Obviously, it appears that the 
faculty feels that the students -are getting what they feel 
they need from the introductory course .. Thus, it Mould seem 
that the faculty are fairly satisfied with the course as 
taught. 
The second hypothesis dealing with· a comparison of 
faculty allswers attempted to find a correlation between_ 
what the instructors felt students needed versus what students 
actually wanted from the introductory course. The hypothe~is 
stated: 
Hypothesis IV: There is a high degree of consist~ncy be-
tween what speech faculty feel thcit students' 
needs are in communication in theintroduct-
ory speech course and how the faculty per-
ceive what students deem as their 'communica-
tive needs. 
This hypothesis can also be accepted. The reasons for 
this acce~tance are the same as listed immediately above. 
From this it appears that the faculty think that they are in 
agreement lwit]:1 the students as to what they need ~o teach in 
the ~{ntroJucto~y course. i~ This would .seem to be an indication 
, 
that the instructors feel that they are in tune with students 
and know their feelings. However, the findings of the first 
hypothesis show this to be a faulty assumption. 
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« 
The last hypothesis dealing with the faculty' compares 
t <.. ; ,< < 
the perceptions of the instructor as to \.;hat he feels that 
students want to get from the course with what they are 
actually getting.' The hypothesis reads: 
Hypothesis V: There is a high degree of. consistericy between 
,,< 
what 'the <speech faculty feel students deem as 
their communicative needs, in the introductory 
course and what they perceive that, students 
get from the introductory:, course. 
'Thi~ hypothesis can be accep£ed, for the same reasons 
as listed above. From this it seems that the faculty believe 
that the ~tud~nts get what studerits want' from the'introduct-
ory course. However, this is not the case as seen above. 
i 
From the abov~ three hypotheses combined it appears 
., 
tha~ th~ faculty think that the curfe~t ~ourse in~~peech is 
giving <the stud'ents what they want and need. However, there 
is an obvious discr~pancy between'what the students themselves 
feel their wants and needs are in commun'ication and what the 
faculty deem them to be. 
II. CONCLUSIONS 
The results of this study have produced some highly 
! 
significant findings. The one obvious conclusion~of this 
il 
study is that the speech faculty-and perhaps the t,hole, insti-
I < <. ' 
tution of education is not communicating with the-':student 
population as to what should be offered in the courses these 
same students are required to take., It comes from the 
II 
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philosophy that the teacher and/or school knows what is best 
for the s~udent to learn in any given-c~ass~ The present 
method ofl curriculum development and planning in the school 
system usually has no formal method of getting st~dent input. 
-Often the'course content is f6r all pui~oses dict~ted, at 
least partially, by educato~s_ no longer ~n the classroom. 
For the c'bmmunity college policy is set- ,by the needs cif the 
four-year college~ in the area to which most of the student 
populati06 may transfer. 
Intbresting in light of the find~-~ of the 'present 
study were some of the comments by the speech faculty ,when 
asked in their questionnaire if they were satisfied with how 
the cour~~ was presently taught. Twenty out of the twenty-
, 
seven questionnaires received from speech facultYf in Oregon 
, ~ 
indicated an emphasis on public speaking in the ihtroductory 
course~ ~nowing this addition to the r~sults-of ihe study 
showing that the faculty pretty well think they are meeting 
student needs with the course as presently taught~ these 
comments made by faculty were interesting: 
I· would like more time to work ~ith individual 
s~udents defining their probl~mi and helping 
them on a one to one ratio. 
I: am never totally satisfied with the speech 
Course; consequently, I am continuously mak-
{~g changes. Generally, I have found th~~ 
s:tudenJcs who take speech expect: to study and 
glve public speeches. 
Frequently our speech classes are so large 
that students are limited in the number of 
~~eeches they give. 
There is always room for change and,I am con-
tinually changing how I go ab~ut th~ng~. The 
basic goal remains constant, ~.e. to g~ve stu-
dents confidence in themselves and help the~ 
to feel secure enough about themselves to g1ve 
themselves to others on all levels. 
We are changing each quarter as we see better 
methods but our goals have not changed. 
Although we are constantly revising the course 
to keep it updated, the general format is sat-
isfactory. All instructors aim for the same 
ultimate goals to be able to clearly develop, 
organize, deliver, and receive an informative 
message. Our methods of reaching that goal 
area are quite flexible and individual. 
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In giving these comments, it is only fair to say that several 
instructors who indicated that their emphasis was public 
speaking expressed a desire to change the first course to 
include other areas of communication such as: social, utility, 
superior/subordinate, and close friends levels. It does 
seem that perhaps the trend of what is taught in the first 
course may change. However, there is little to evidence 
that the students will have much say in this change. 
III. SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 
Four areas of research, revealed during the course of 
this study, deserve prompt attention. Each will be listed 
and discussed in turn. 
1. A description of the current curriculum and method-
ology used in the introductory speech courses both at the 
90mmunity co~lege and f9ur-year college level is needed. 
Although a lot of assumptions ar..e made by faculty and other 
educators about what the current trends are in speech 
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education, little research has been done to see it these 
courses are keeping up with what the journals claim to be 
new trends in speech education. Indeed, it seems the first 
course has not changed its basic goals in the last several 
years. The description of current curricula cited in this 
study is only a partial indication of what the community 
colleges are doing there is no description of the four-year 
college curriculum. 
2. An analysis of what student needs are in the area 
of communication is needed. This study attempted to identify 
the needs of students in co~unication. It makes no claim, 
however, of being an in-depth study of these needs. For one 
thing, a much more sophisticated testing device is needed to 
be sure that all need areas are being considered. Also, the 
sample of students tested should be much more extensive than 
this one. While it is a difficult concept to analyze, it 
would seem that other researchers could have tapped this 
area. 
3. A study into curriculum development that would best 
meet student-felt needs in the introductory speech course is 
needed. Of course, the assumption of this suggested study is 
that it would be completed only after the preceding two areas 
of study had been completed. Needless to say, it would be 
to everyone's advantage if the first course were taught in 
the way that could best meet everyone's needs. This study 
would have to include a complete summary of all the literature 
in the journals concerning new and innovative ways to teach 
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speech. It might also have to incorporate some cr~ative 
thinking on the part of its authors to develop methods of 
_ , ,r 
te~ching need areas perhaps not presentl~ known or used in 
'j 
the introddctory speech couise. Most importantly,lthere must 
be SOMe te~hnique instituted-to allow studentinpu~ into 
curriculum;development. 
IV. LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY," 
When 'trying to study behavioral ?lspects of learning with 
i( . 
a statistidal oriented testing'de~ice, there are inherent 
limitations' in any study. This study is not excluded from 
these limitations. 'The subjects in this ~tudy are '~sked t6 re-
spond to sftuations involving their personal needs as students 
and faculty with a simple number response. The rationale 
for the ran~ing system was to force the respondents~ to think 
in, terms o( priorities in their needs as communicators. Hope-
fully this was accomplished. Also, it was a practical way to 
get data that could be analyzed. 
Also,; the very nature of the testing device brings' out 
several other limitations that were consid'ered prior to the, 
study. First there-is a problem of wording without including 
test bias in the questionnaire. The quest'ion arises as to 
what emotional responses may have occurred, with the students 
and faculty when reading the communicative: situatiorys listed 
in the rahkings. Included in this consideration mu~t be the 
question of how well th~ students and facu~ty understood the 
- !" 
" directions to the study. _Finally, there must be some thought 
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given to what ran through the minds of the respondents when 
they were asked to fill out the questionnaire. What, indeed, 
did they see the purpose of this study to be. 
The study was, also, limited in the population from 
which the subjects were chosen. It was not possible to ques-
tion all students in the community college taking the intro-
ductory speech course for practical reasons. Therefore, a 
decision was made to take a sample from three community 
colleges to serve as a cross section of the community colleges 
in Oregon. The choice of who was tested at these institutions 
was random other than the fact that the students were all 
enrolled in an introductory speech course. The entire popu-
lation of speech faculty in Oregon community colleges were 
sent a questionnaire to be answered. 
Another limitation involved the questionnaire admini-
strator biasing the results in administration of the student 
questionniare. Therefore, it was decided to do two things 
to circumvent this. First, a set of written directions was 
given to the student. The test administrator was advised to 
only clarify these directions. Secondly, the study was ad-
ministered to the student segment the first day of the intro-
ductory speech class so that the present speech instructor 
would not have time to bias the students' concepts. Students 
were also allowed to remain anonymous to make sure that they 
did not feel any pressure in their answers. 
There were similar limitations involved in the testing 
device sent to the speech faculty of the Oreg.on community 
r 
, " 
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colleges. It was not possible to let thes~ people" r~main 
,anonymous so that the representation of the 'colleges could 
If 
be determined. Thus, some influence in their answers must 
.be attributed to the fact that these peopl~ were apt to say 
,. 
, 
some things to enhance their own personal position. Thus, 
iall conclusions drawn will be subject to these limitations. 
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TO STUDENTS: Please fill out this questionnaire as completely 
and honestly as possible. It is part of a study peing done to 
determine what students want and need from their introductory 
speech courses. Your help on this project is greatly appre-
ciated. Ask the administrator if you have any questions as 
to directions. 
STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE 
Part I 
DIRECTIONS: Rank the 
I (highest) through 5 
of importance to you. 
you should judge which 
following communication situations from 
(lowest) in each group in their order 
In this section of the questionnaire 
kinds of communication situations are 
most important for you to do well in. 
Most 
important 
to you 
1. Situations like: 
A. Talking with a teacher about a mistake on a 
test. 
B. Talking with parents or 'a close fried about a 
'problem with another friend. 
C. Giving a speech to a Rotary Club meeting. 
D. Talking over coffee with a group of fellow 
students or co-workers. 
E. Giving directions to strangers on how to get to 
another town. 
2. Situations like: 
A. Talking with door-to-door salesmen when they 
come to your home. 
B. Making small talk at a party. 
C. Going to a family reunion and talking with rela-
tives. 
D. Giving prepared talks in front of groups of 
people you don't know. 
E. Talking vii th your boss about a raise. 
3. Situations like: 
A. Talking with your father or close family member 
about your goals in life. 
B. Accepting an award at a banquet. 
C. Entertaining guests at your home. 
D. Telling the Dean of Students about a change in 
policy you think is necessary. 
E. Talking to bank tellers about deposit errors on 
your account. 
4. Situations like: 
A. Conversing with your grandfather or other rela-
, tive about your hobby. 
Most 
important 
to you 
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B. Making a presentation of a new idea at a stock-
holders meeting of a company. 
c. Asking clerks in a store where something is. 
D. Interviewing for a job. 
E. Organizing some recreation with people you 
know. 
5. situations like: 
A. Talking with your best friend about a serious 
matter. 
B. Talking over ideas with several classmates or 
co-workers . 
. c. Asking gas station attendants for instructions 
on how to get somewhere. 
D. Reading the minutes of a club at the meeting. 
E. Discussing a change you feel should be made in 
company policy with your boss. 
6. Situations like: 
A. Asking strangers for help. 
B. Making conversations with acquaintances you 
haven't seen for a year or more. 
c. Introducing the mai~ speaker at a company con-
ference. 
D. Trying to convince your mother (father) or 
close family friend that they have made a mis-
take in judging your actions. 
E. Convincing bankers they should give you those 
loans you need. 
7. Situations like: 
A. Discussing job deficiencies with someone who 
works under you. 
B. Answering the telephone at a place of business. 
c. Keeping the conversations moving during lunch-
eon dates. 
D. Talking with your aunt from out-of-town about 
family problems. 
E. Giving a talk to a group to convince them to 
vote for you in the upcoming company/school 
election. 
8. Situations like: 
A. Discussing your views on controversial issues 
with a close family friend. 
B. Starting up a conversation with someone you've 
never talked to before. 
c. Explaining to TV repairmen what is wrong with 
your television set. 
D. Standing up and presenting your ideas at a 
Most 
important 
to you 
'f 
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communi ty meeting. '.J 
E. Talking to a policeman that ,pulls you over, to 
the side of the road for 'a violation." -
,I 
STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE 
. Part II 
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DIRECTIONS: Rank the following communication situations from 
1 (highest) through 5 (lowest) in the order which you feel 
you need the most improvement in. In this section of the 
questionnaire you must judge which kinds of communication 
situations you need to improve the most in. 
Need 
most 
improvement 
1. Situations·like: 
A. Talking with a teacher about a mistake on a 
test. 
B. Talking with parents or a close friend about 
a problem with another friend. 
C. Giving a speech to a Rotary Club Meeting. 
D. Talking over coffee with a group of fellow 
students or co-workers. 
E. Giving directions to strangers on how to get 
to another town. 
2. Situations like: 
A. Talking with door-to-door salesmen when they 
come to your home. 
B. Making small talk at a party. 
C. Going to a family reunion and talking with rela-
tives. 
D. Giving prepared talks in front of groups of 
people you don't know. 
E. Talking with your boss about a raise. 
3. Situations like: 
A. Talking with your father or close family member 
about your goals in life. 
B. Accepting an award at a banquet. 
C. Entertaining guests at your home. 
D. Telling the Dean of Students about a change in 
policy you think is necessary. 
E. Talking to bank tellers about deposit errors on 
your account. 
4. Situations like: 
A. Conversing with your grandfather or other rela-
tive about your hobby. 
B. Making a presentation of a new idea at a stock-
holders meeting of a company. 
C. Asking clerks in a store where something is . 
. D. Interviewing for a job. 
E. Organizing some recreation with people you know. 
Need 
most 
improvement 
5. Situations lik~: ~ 
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A. Talking with your best friend about· a serious 
matter. 
B. Talking over your ideas with several classmates 
or co-wqrkers. , 
C. Asking gas station attend~nts for instructions 
on how to get somewhere.' 
D. Reading the minutes of a club at the meeting. 
E. Discussing a change you feel should; be made in 
company policy with your·~oss. 
6. Situations like: 
A.Asking strangers for help~ 
B. Making conversations with ,acquaintances you 
haven't seen for a year or more. 
C. Introducing the.main speaker at a company con-
ference. . 
D. Trying to .convince your' mother (father) or close' 
family friend that they have made a mistake in 
judging your actions. 
E. Convincing bankers they shOUld give you those 
loans .you need. 
7. Situations like: 
A. Discussing job deficien:cies with someone who 
works under you. . 
B. Answering the telephone at a place of business. 
C. Keeping the conversations:moving du~inglun9h-
eon dates. . 
D. Talking with your aunt frJm out-of-town about 
. family problems. . ; 
E. . Giving a talk to a group to convince them to 
vote for you in the upcoming company/school 
election. 
8. Situations like: ,. 
A. Discussing your views on Controversial issues 
with a close family friend. 
B. Starting up a conversation with someone you've 
never talked to before. 
C. Explaining to ~ TV repair~an what is wrong with 
your television set. . 
D. Standing up and presenting your ide~sat a com-
munity meeting. 
E. Talking to a policeman that pulls you'over to 
the side of the road. for ~ violation. 
~, 
(Example) 
Instructor's Name 
Speech Department 
• Community College 
Address 
Dear 
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Date' 
'I' 
I need your help to complete a study that could be beneficial 
to both of us. ! am presently conducting a research study 
into the cU,rriculum used in the Oregon Community College' 
speech classroom. Perhaps this study will result; in develop-
ment of new methodology in the teaching 'of speech. " 
However to complete' my research,' I need' feedback from' as 
many speech and communications teachers 'in the community 
colleges as possible. The success o,f the project. depends on 
this! Please take ten minutes to fill out the enclosed ques-
tionnaire. A return envelope is provided for your convenience. 
Thank you for your help! 
VH/ld 
i Sincerely yours, 
Vickie Hilg~mann 
Speech/Communications Instructor 
r .. 
Name 
School 
FACULTY QUESTIONNAIRE~ 
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~ 
DIRECTIONS: Please fill out as indicated in each' question. 
Send back in the envelope provided as sdOh as pos~ible. . 
Please include any assignmerit sheets or~class obj~ctives you 
have available for the course also. 
1. Is this basic speech class 'for: 
A. College Transfer 
B. Vocational/Technical 
C. Both 
D. Other 
2. Is this course required for graduat~on? YES NO ' 
3. Does the school or department have a policy reg~rding, 
what is to be covered in the basic speech class. 
YES NO 
If yes, which best describes the emphasis of this policy. 
(Check one) 
A. Public speaking 
B. Interpersonal Communication 
C. Intrapersonal Communication 
D. Other 
4. What is the basic emphasis of the t~xtbook as you see it? 
(Check one) 
A. Public Speaking 
B. Interpersonal Communication 
C. Intrapersonal Communication 
D. Other 
5. What do YOU FEEL are the basic need~ of your students'as 
communicators?, RANK IN ORDER OF IMPORTANCE TO YOU. 
(Use 1-5 or 6 as needed) 
A. To be able to communicate effectively in a public 
situation. 
B. To be able to communicate effectively with one's 
superiors/subordinates. 
C. To be able to communicate effectively with family and 
close friends. 
D. To be able to communicate effectively with others on 
a utility level. (Eg. to elicit from or give direc-
tions, instructions, explanations, etc.) 
6. 
7. 
E. 
F. 
To'be able to communicate effectively on,a social 
level. (Eg. casually with peer~) 
Other (if relevant) 
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,', ,. 
What do YOU FEEL the STUDENTS WANT from'the introductory 
speech class. RANK IN ORDER OF IMPORTANCE AS, YOU VIEW IT. 
, " 
W A. To be able to communicate effectively in ,a public 
situation., ' 
B. To be able to communicate effect'ively with one's 
superiors/subordinates. , 
C. To be able to communicate effectively with family and 
close friends. - I 
'D. To be able to communicate effectively with others on 
a utility level. (Eg. to elicit ~rom or give direc-
tions I instructions, explanation's, etc.) 
~E. To be able to communicate effectively on a social 
level. (Eg. casually with peeri) 
F. Other (if relevant) 
What do YOU FEE'Lthe STUDENTS GET fr'~m the introductory 
course in speech. RANK IN ORDER OF IMPORTANCE AS YOU SEE 
~T. 
A. 'To be able to communicate effectively in a public 
'1: 
situation. 
'B. To be able to communicate effectively with one's 
superiors/subordinates. 
C. To be able to communicate effctitely with family and 
close friends. , '
D. To be able to communicate effectively with others on 
a utility level. (Eg. to elicit ~rom or g{ve direc-
tions, instructions, explanations, etc.) 
E. To be able to communicate effectively on a social 
level. (Eg. casually with peers) 
Po Other (if relevant) ____________ ~'~--------__________ ---
8. Are you satisfied with' the course as it is taught now? 
YES NO 
If not, how would you change it if possible? 
·f 
